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Abstract

This preliminary report describes a mathematical model to analyze the performance of the Social Progres Index (ScPI) in terms of
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) where some parametric factors of the index are included.

Some particular trends have been recognized as a function of the linear and saturation region of the curve and it implies a second
order possible behavior.

Parametrical definition is proposed considering the movement of the data in Social Development acquires in the experiments by
curve inspection and reasoning by the principles of Least Mean Square method.

1. Introduction1

When the levels of Gross Domestic Product (GBP) are an-2

alyzed and the results are evaluated for Social Progress Index3

(ScPI) in Mexico environment, several states with less incom-4

ing than others express a considerable reduction in ScPI as well.5

Guerrero, Oaxaca and Chiapas, at the south of the Mexican6

territory are the 3 states with poor ScPI values and they are7

correlated with the minor GBP in the regional context.8

Due the Social Develoment is one of the fundamental factors9

with the ScPI value, the incoming salary in the population is a10

primordial effect in the trend.11

-In this case, it is possible to model the non-deterministic be-12

havior of social and human factors where the subjective func-13

tional and structural socioeconomic parameters affect the evo-14

lution of certain typical values in the model (Figure 1).15

The principal factors which modify the dynamic of the Social16

Index are[1]:17

a) Basic human needs. b) Foundations of Well-being c) Op-18

portunity.19

Addressing these factor as a parametric value in a equation20

adjusted, it is possible to obtain a close relationship between the21

Social development vs. GDP.22

In literature there are several methods proposed to model this23

type of correlations from the statistical framework to the ap-24

plied mathematical models[2][3][4].25

In this report, a Second order approximation is proposed26

to model the linear and saturation evolution of the ScPI-GDP27

graph for the 32 Mexican state and is extended for others28

provinces and countries around the world.29

1.1. Social development as a structural and functional descrip-30

tion of resources31

If the Social perceptions could be inferred as a multi func-32

tional parametric correlation, then it can be described as a ma-33

trix nxn (n is each influence factor from GDP to ScPI variation)34

dimensions in terms of the input values of the PIB values[5].35

Parameter Definition
K Proporcional linear factor
δ ”Two regions” effect in the model

Table 1: Parametric elements of ScPI-GDP

Let be the parametric matrix of the GDP as follows:36

2. Evaluation of the parameters37

Considering the linear and saturation evolution in the ScPI-38

GDP graph, a typical second order and maximum behavior can39

be described using Less Square Approximation. Starting from40

the Minimal GDP value to the Maximum value in the graph and41

below open parabolic function can be observed. By the primary42

approach, the initial mathematical expression can be expressed43

as follow:44

S cPI = K GDP2

2 ...(1)45

where K is a scalar factor to modify the value of the ScPI46

in terms of the Social development (if it is verified). The 1/247

factor is required to model the maximum effect with the curve48

reaches the saturation part in terms of the first order derivation,49

i. e. when 2 other possible factors can be inserted.50

If these 2 new factors are included a more robust second order51

equation is obtained (see eq.2).52

S cPI = K
[
δ (GDP) − GDP2

2

]
·...(2)53

Programming this equation using Excel a first function ap-54

proach is evaluated.55

3. Developing the model56

Table No. 1 is introduced to describe the parameters which57

possible influence in the performance of the curve[6].58

If δisconsideredasatransitionparameterbetweenthelinearandsaturation f orthemathematicalmodel, itcanbeseparatedin2di f f erentialterms,writing :
δ = S DV − R... (3)59
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Figure 1: ScPI by GDP relation

where: SDV represents the Social Development Value asso-60

ciated at the interaction of the dispersion data around the tends61

of the curve. R will be determined as the resources available to62

get the facilities in the way to increase the opportunities in the63

Social Progress.64

With this two parameters added, the extension for the new65

equation can be written as:66

S cPI = K
[
(S DV − R) GDP − GDP2

2

]
... (4)67

The differential value is
δlettobreakthetrends f romthelinearregiontothesaturationpart(Figure2).

The differential value δlettobreakthetrends f romthelinearregiontothesaturationpart.Inthislastregion, thetrendmustbeincreasedslowlywithconstantslopeatthebreakpointasisshownin f igure3.
It is clearly to evaluate the break-point between the linear and68

saturation parts of the curve which is reached when the ScPI is69

maximum in the linear region or the GDP value is critical.70

It can be obtained evaluating the first differential equation by71

(4):72

dS cPI
dGDP = K(S DV − R) − K ∗GDP = 0...(5)73

The singular point is determined when (5) is equal to zero and74

then the result of Saturation region is similar at the difference75

reference which is rewritten in equation (6):76

GDP = S DV − R... (6)77

This last expression means that the Saturation value for the78

ScPI is found when the GDP reach the maximum value, i. e.79

when the saturation region starts and then a 2 new parameters80

must be inserted in the saturation region model.81

Let now describes the GDPsat=Vsat as the crit-
ical value for this parameter in terms of the lim-
ited product which can be obtained due the par-
ticular characteristics for the state of country and
λistheslope f orthismodulatedsaturatedregion, thenthemodel f orthissecondmodelis :

S cPI = K
2 (S DV − R)2 (1 + λ (GDP − V sat)) ... (7)82

where the ScPI conserves its primary second-order trends but83

the monotonic performance is reflected for the saturation be-84

havior.85

In figure 3 is clearly defined almost 3 o 4 regions of influ-
ence between the data where the ScPI can be resolved by the
differential provoke in δ.

With this recent criteria, the saturation region can be devel-86

oped by a new second order equation where the maximum point87

of both graphs can be disjointed.88

Figure 2: Ranges defined by inspection

If the final value for ScPI with GDP can be well-
known, and the scalar value for the slope is de-
termined with a monotonic increment of a new
λparameters, thesaturatedexpressioncanbeexpressedin(5).
Finally.eachparametercanbede f inedincontextas :
i)Basichumanneeds, ii)Foundationso f Welbeingandiii)Opportunities.

4. Data analysis89

Now it is possible to describe the behavior between the90

second-order obtained and its correlation with the real social91

values including their interactions within the trends of the ScPI92

performance.93

In the first try, a close correlation can be distinguished next94

to the Basic Human needs(BHn) and the Social Imperative dis-95

placement. In this parameter, it is reflected an accomplishment96

near to the incremental value for the model.

Figure 4: Testing model in Excel. . .

97

5. Conclusion98

The feasibility to model the ScPI-GDP performance using99

two second-order equations is demonstrate with a great level of100

confidence if the principal factors of the model are included.101

A online parametric model can be programmed in the Sin-102

tonı́a webpage to report in ”real-time”the evolution of the inde-103

xes when the factor are modified.104

The study of the model in this paper is preliminary.105
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